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Negative eigenvalues of the radial equation with a potential well at the origin 
are perturbed by a repulsive singular potential. Explicit first order asymptotic 
expansions for the perturbed eigenvalues are obtained. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
This article deals with the following singular potential perturbation problem: 
obtain first-order asymptotic expansions as E J. 0 for bound states (eigenvalues) of 
-at: + [Z(Z + 1)~~ + V(X)]U, + EX-~~ZL< = Epc , u,(O) = 0, (0.1) 
with x E (0, a~), ’ - d/dx, and 01 > 1. V(x) is assumed to be a negative constant, 
Va , for small x, to be not less than V,, a.e. on (0, co), and such that V(X) - 0 as 
x--f co. A basic stability result of Kato [I], when used in conjunction with 
known spectral theory of ordinary differential operators (cf. Dunford and 
Schwartz [2]), shows that for each negative eigenvalue E of 
--ai’ + [Z(Z + 1) ,r2 + V(x)] u = Eu, u(0) = 0, (0.2) 
where x E (0, co), there is a single simple eigenvalue E6 of (0.1) such that E, -+ E 
as E J 0. The zero boundary condition at x = 0 is necessary to apply Kato’s 
stability criterion, and has been separately studied by Klauder [3] and Simon [4]. 
Attention is restricted to 01 > 1 since for DI < 1 problem (O.l)-(0.2) falls within 
the scope of regular perturbation theory (cf. Kato [5] and Simon [6]), at least 
asymptotically. For operators with compact resolvent the stability criterion of 
Kato has been proven separately by Huet [7]. 
Equation (0.2) is the radial equation of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics for 
problems in three space dimensions. Over the last several years a considerable 
interest has developed in singular potentials in nonrelativistic physics. Among 
applications of singular potentials are formal applications to Regge behavior, 
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field theory, renormalization and peratization, and physical applications in 
molecular, high energy, and nuclear physics. An extensive review of the literature 
dealing with singular potentials through March 1969 has been given by Frank 
et al. [8]. Some subsequent references are given in Harrell [9]. 
The approach used herein for the perturbation problem (0.1)-(0.2) is based on 
theoretical results for singular perturbation of simple eigenvalues announced in 
Greenlee [lo] and proved in Greenlee [ll]. Although 1 is taken to be either a 
nonnegative integer or half-integer in quantum mechanics (cf. Dicke and Wittke 
[12]), the mathematical problem will be considered with 1 any real number 
greater than --:. Since Z(1 + 1) assumes its minimum at -{ this has the effect 
of admitting all real I /- -4 simply by replacing 1+ 4 by 1 1 + i ) in the sub- 
sequent development. For I =~ -i the operators defining the problem are still 
lower semibounded, but the first derivatives of the eigenfunctions of (0.2) are 
not square integrable near x cm= 0 (cf. Faris [13, pp. 96-97]), which alters the 
problem considerably. In the terminology of Lions and Magenes [14, Chap. 2, 
Sect. 9.11, (0.2) is H,l(O, co) coercive relative to L2(0, m) for I + -4, but not 
for 1 =- --i. The hypotheses on II are sufficiently general to include some of the 
models employed for nuclei with an attractive potential well at the origin. The 
assumption that V(x) is constant in some small neighborhood of the origin is 
made for technical mathematical reasons dictated by the asymptotic methods 
used here. This assumption does not appear to be overly restrictive from the 
physical point of view (the perturbation obliterates the behavior of I- near the 
origin), but it is conjectured that further analysis should reveal that r can be 
analytic, possibly even hydrogenic, [I 21, near s .: 0 with similar asymptotics. 
In [9], first-order results are obtained for the problem (O.l)-(0.2) under 
different hypotheses on the unperturbed potential, namely 1 : 0 and I’ is a 
polynomial with positive leading coefficient. Second-order results are also 
obtained. Harrell’s method is less sensitive to the specific nature of I’ near x = 0 
than that employed here, but requires modification for 1 #: 0. The theoretical 
foundation of both methods ultimately rests on Kato’s [15] generalization of 
Temple’s inequality [ 161. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 consists of preliminary material 
necessary for the sequel. The results on the perturbation problem (O.l)-(0.2) 
are formulated precisely and stated in Section 2. The precise formulation is 
given in terms of the quadratic forms obtained from (0.1) and (0.2) by adding 
- V,, to I’(X). This has the effect of replacing EC (respectively E) by h, = E, - V. 
(respectively h == E - l’,) with U, , u unchanged. For (0.1) and (0.2) this yields 
the same operators as obtained from the Friedrichs extensions of the restrictions 
to C,,“(O, w). The results stated in Section 2 are proved in Section 3. Rather 
extensive calculations with the modified Bessel functions 1, , K, , 0 < y  < 1, 
are required. It is the intent of the current exposition not to overburden the 
reader with minutiae, but to provide sufficient detail that routine use of formulas 
contained in Davis [17] and Olver [18] will produce the recorded expressions. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let VI and ^y;, be complex Hilbert spaces. The notation, VI C, Y0 , read 
“VI is continuously contained in “y;, ,” denotes that “y; is a vector subspace of 
Y0 and that the injection of Yr into v0 is continuous. The spaces obtained by 
quadratic interpolation between “y; and ^y;, are denoted by r’/; , 0 < T < 1 
(cf. [14]). 
Various subspaces of Sobolev spaces defined over (0, a) are needed to treat 
the perturbation problem (O.l)-(0.2) (cf. [14], and also Adams et al. [19]). For 
0 < s < 1 and a EL*(O, CO), the Dirichlet integral of order s, d,(c), is defined by 
do(v) = fern I v I2 dx, 
d,(v) = ia j dv/dx /2 dx, 
‘0 
and, for 0 < s < 1, 
da(w) = Irn fin (I n(x) - w(y)/“// x - y  /1+2s) dx a$ 
0 0 
Herein and in the sequel differentiation is understood in the sense of distribu- 
tions (dv/dx is obviously assumed to be a function in the definition of d,(v)). 
IP(0, XI) is then defined as the space of all u EL*(O, CO) for which j ZJ Is,(o,a~ is 
finite, where 
I n ko.m) = do@), 
forO<s<l, 
I 2, I: (0.m) = I v I;,(o,a) + 4W, 
and for arbitrary s > 0, letting m = the greatest integer < s and Y = s - m, 
Iv I:.(o,*) = 2 I dk4dxk /:,(o,m) . 
k=O 
The corresponding inner products are denoted by (a, w)~,(~,~) . Note that if 
s > 0 and VI = P(O, oo), Y. = L*(O, co), then for 0 < T < 1, 
t^’; = EP(0, co) 
with equivalent norms (cf. [14]). 
Now for s > 0, 71 = the greatest integer < s, and v E EP(O, co), let 
(1.1) 
J.&) = k$o fern 1 d%,‘dx” /2x-2s+2k dx. 
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Further, let X*(0, 03) be the Hilbert space consisting of all v E H”(O, co) such 
that 11 v &(o,m) is finite, where 
II v /l?,(o,d = I v 12s.(o.a) + ISW 
For s # integer +&, Z”(O, co) is the closed subspace of H”(O, co) obtained as 
the closure of C,“(O, co) in W(0, co), and is commonly denoted by Hs8(0, 03) 
(cf. [14], and also Greenlee [20]). F or s = integer +&, Z”(O, CO) is a dense 
subspace of Hsfi(O, co) with a strictly stronger norm (again, cf. [14, 20]), and is 
denoted by H&(0, co) in [14]. It follows from [20, Theorem 5.11, and the reitera- 
tion property of quadratic interpolation (cf. [14]), that ifs > 0, Vi :=-z %“(O, co), 
and V0 = X0(0, co) E L*(O, co), then for 0 < r < 1, 
with equivalent norms. 
+; = s?=(O) co) (1.2) 
Now let 6 > 0 and for s > 0, define %“(O, 6) by simply replacing (0, co) by 
(0, 8) and jr by .fi. m the definition of Xs(O, co). Then by the reflection procedure 
used to prove (1.1) (cf. [14]), it follows that X8(0, 6) is the space of restrictions 
to (0, S) of functions in X8(0, co) and that if s > 0, Vi = &‘“(O, S), and V. = 
.$Y”(O, S) = P(O, S), then for 0 < 7 < 1, 
?y = W’(0) S) (l-3) 
with equivalent norms. The norm in X8(0, S) will be denoted by Ii v /js,(o,s) . 
Now for 6 > 0 and s > t > 0, let $P(O, 6, co) be the Hilbert space of func- 
tions v E W(0, co) such that .%?v E X3(0, S), where W is the linear mapping of 
restriction to (0, 6). t&‘S(O, 6, co), provided with the norm, t,(0,7jjll v j(s,(o,s) , 
given by 
is a Hilbert space and ,X’s(O, 6, co) = X”(O, co) (= H,“(O, CO) for s # integer 
+$) with equivalent norms. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let O-cd <S, O<so<s,, O-Ct <t t <s -.O-.l'O~O~ t, G Sl 9 
Vl = tlAfS1(O, A, co), and V. = toSPO(O, A, a). Then for 0 < T < 1, 
flJ+(fl-t& sP+(-)yo, 6, co) 2 Y, . 
Proof. Let + E P(0, co) be such that 0 < 4 < 1, d(x) = 1 for all x E (0, A), 
and d(x) = 0 for all x > d, where A < d < 6. For {v, w> E ?Po(O, 6) x 
H%(O, co), the map 9 defined by 
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where d is the linear mapping of extension by zero from (0,s) to (0, CO), is a 
continuous linear mapping of X80(0, S) X Wo(O, co) into t,Z?SO(O, d, Co). 
Moreover, Y maps &%(O, S) x HG(O, co) into t,.X~~(O, d, CO) continuously. 
Since quadratic interpolation between product spaces yields the product of the 
interpolation spaces [14, Chap. 2, Sect. 6.61, it follows from [14, Chap. 1, 
Sect. 5.11 that P’ maps X o s +~s~-%)7(0, S) x Ht0+(t~--t~)7(0, co) into ^y; conti- 
nuously. Thus if u E to+(tl-to)i~sof(S1-*o)7(0, 6, co), {WU, n> E %‘so+(sl-so)T(O, S) x 
Hto+(t~-to)r(O, co), and so, 
~{~w,v}-~~~v+(1-~)v=vE~~, 
yielding the conclusion (by continuity of v -+ (~v,*v}). 
2. THE PERTURBATION THEOREM 
The potential function V: (0, a) + R appearing in (0.1) and (0.2) is assumed 
to have the following properties: 
there exists 6 > 0 such that for all x E (0,.6), 
V(x) = vo < 0; (2.1) 
v EP(O, co) n U(O, co); (2.2) 
V(x) >, V, a.e. on (0, co); (2.3) 
V is continuous in some neighborhood of 00 and, 
V(x)+Oasx+co. (2.4) 
A particular potential V satisfying (2.1)-(2.4) occurs in [12, p. 2491 as a model 
for a-decay of a radioactive nucleus, namely 
V(x) = v, < 0, for 0 <x < 6, 
= k/x, k > 0, for x > 6, 
and typifies the potentials envisioned in (2.1)-(2.4). 
The unperturbed eigenvalue problem corresponding to (0.2) will now be 
formulated. For V, w E H,,l(O, co) = Z1(O, co) let 
b(v, w) = jom da’ dx + Z(Z + 1) Jorn x+ V=B dx + lam [V(x) - V,,] v@ dx, 
where 1> -+, ’ = d/dx, and bars denote complex conjugation. b(o, w) is 
obviously continuous on fl(O, co). Since E(Z + 1) > -$, it follows straight- 
forwardly from the inequality 
s 
m  
x--21v/2dx<4 
I 
g Iv’12dx 
0 0 
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for ~1 E .%F(O, m) (cf. [5, p. 3451) and hypotheses (2.3), (2.4) that there exists 
k > 0 such that 
W ~1 2 k II v I/t,(w) 2 k I v I;,(o.rc) 
for all v E Pl(O, CD). The corresponding eigenvalue problem, 
b(u, w) = X(u, ZU)~.(~,~J for all w E X1(0, co), 
is equivalent to 
Bu SY --u” + [Z(E + 1) & + V(X) - V& = AU (2.5) 
with domain D(B) =: {v E Y&O, co): Bv EJY(O, co)>, where Bv is interpreted in 
the sense of distributions (cf. Lions [21]). Since elements of A?l(O, co) are 
continuous, the product VU is a well-defined distribution. Observe that in the 
notation of the Introduction, u is unchanged but X = E - V,, . 
To investigate the qualitative properties of the spectrum of B, first note that 
since V(X) z .V,, near x = 0 and V EP(O, co), a trivial modification of the usual 
regularization procedure shows that I/ can be approximated in L2(0, co) by 
infinitely differentiable functions which are equal to V,, in a neighborhood of zero 
and zero in a neighborhood of infinity. Thus (cf. [5, Chap. 4 and p. 3461) infor- 
mation on the spectrum of B may be obtained from that for differential operators 
with smooth coefficients. In particular (cf. [2, Chap. XIII]) the intersection of 
the spectrum of B with any interval (-co, -V, -7) 7 > 0 arbitrarily small, 
is a finite (possibly empty) set of isolated simple eigenvalues. In order that at 
least one eigenvalue below - V, exist it is necessary and sufficient that 
inf(b(v, v): v E Z?‘(O, co) and / ZI \u,(O,no) =- 1) < - V0 
Henceforth, h denotes an eigenvalue of B below - V,, with corresponding eigen- 
function ?I such that I u Il,,(O,ar) := 1. Observe that the method of Frobenius (the 
differential operator B has a regular singular point at x = 0) yields u(x) = 
z+,x~-~~~ + u$+~ + ... as x 4 0, ZQ, # 0, since u E X1(0, co). Without loss of 
generality, uO is taken to be positive which implies that u is real. Moreover, it 
follows from Bellman [22, pp. 130-1331 that 
u(x)\ = O(exp[-1 E j1/2x - (l/2 1 E 1112) 1% V(t) dt + o(l)]) as x -+ 00, (2.6) 
*n 
where 7 > 0 is arbitrary and E = h + I’, < 0. Writing V(t) as 1 . V(t) and 
applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the integral in (2.6) shows that u 
decays exponentially as x + co. 
Now let 01 > 1. The quadratic form sr xAza / v j2 dx with domain {v E L2(0, CO): 
x-% E L2(0, co)} is closed in L2(0, co). Thus defining 
a(v, w) -= ST xm2a Z’ZL’ dx 
0 
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for a, w E D(a) = {V E %‘(O, co : x-% eL2(0, co) yields that D(u) is dense in ) 
X1(0, co) and the quadratic form a(~, V) is closed in ~(0, co). The perturbed 
eigenvalue problem corresponding to (0.1) is now defined for E > 0 by 
EU(U, , w) + b(u, , w) = XE(ut , zu) for all w E D(a), 
which is equivalent to 
ALUG f 4; + [1(Z + 1)x-Z + l’(x) - 1’” + E.-c -2~]uc = hrUE (2.7) 
with D(A,) = {U E D(a): A,e, 6L2(0, co)}, w h ere A,v is interpreted in the sense 
of distributions. Observe that, providing D(a) with the inner product a(~, w) + 
b(v, w), r-H”(O, 6, co) C, D(u) with +P(O, 6, co) dense in D(u), and that for each 
c > 0, p,X2s(0, 6, co) Ce D(A,) (provided with the norm 1 A,v /,,J~,~)). 
For A as previously, i.e., an eigenvalue of B below - V, , a theorem of Kato [I] 
implies that, as E J 0, there exists a unique simple eigenvalue AE of A, such that 
At + A as E J 0 and, if the corresponding eigenfunction u, is chosen so that 
/ uE lo,(,,,p) = 1 and (u<, ~)~,(a,~) 3 0, U, ---f u in LV,O, co) as E 4 0. First-order 
asymptotic expansions for A, and rate of convergence estimates for u, are given 
bv the following theorem, whose proof is based on [II, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let V satisfy (2.1)-(2.4), let ,6 =- 1/2(a: -- 1) and y = 
(22 + 1) 8. Let X be un eigenvulue of (2.5) b 1 e ow - V, with corresponding real 
eigenfunction u such that j u jO,(,-,=) = 1, U(X) = u,,xz~r + u.&+~ + .*. as x 4 0, 
u0 > 0. Further let A, be the simple eigenvalue of (2.7) such that A, -+ A as. l J 0 
with corresponding eige-nfuunction u, such that / u, /,,J,,~) = 1 and (uE , u)~,(~,+) 2 0. 
Then : 
t fy < 1 and1 -GO, 
A, = x + EY{Ap2~r( 1 - y) u,/F( 1 + YN Jbi .dl(x) dx 
O(c) for all 7 < 2y q2y < 1 j 
+ IO(.) if2y > 1 I us E JO, (2.8) 
and 
I us - f.4 Il.(“.rn) -= O(4 for&l r<yus~JO; 
ify<lundl>O, 
AE = X + •“{$I~~r(l - y) u,,ir(l + y)} j-Oa X-zu(s) d.x 
+!o(c)ifv +p> 1 
O(~~)fo~a~~~<~+BzjCy+B,(l asEJO 
1 7 (2.9) 
1 U, - U Il,(o,a) = O(e’) for all T < #(y + /3) as E 4 0; 
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ify = 1, 
A, = A - (E In c) A/3%+, Isa X-%(X) dx = O(E) us E 4 0, (2.10) 
and 
and 
= 
= 
~O(~7)ln~j~)foraN7< I ifl<O 
~O(~~/ln~~~)fo~aZE7<~(1 +/?)ifl>O I 
as E 40, 
hi-c/” x-2$(x)]” dx 
0 
+ (O(E2T)foy~~~7<yify~2~ asEJO 
10(2) if y  > 2 ) 
(2.11) 
I ur - u Il.(OF) = O(<) ifr > 2 I 
O(E’)foYaEzT<yzyy~2 
I 
as E JO. 
Herein, r denotes the gamma function. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be presented in three parts. It will first be 
verified that the hypotheses of part (iii) of [lo, Theorem 1) (cf. also [ll]) are 
satisfied. Conclusion (2.11) of Theorem 2.1 is then a direct consequence of 
Greenlee [23, Theorem 2.31. In fact for y  > 1 it follows from [l] that the regular 
perturbation method is valid to first order and [23] simply provides more refined 
estimates of the error terms. Asymptotic computation of (A;%, u),,(,,,) is then 
all that remains to verify (2.8)-(2.10). In the second part of the proof this is 
partially carried out. (A;%, u),,(,,,) is represented as the sum of three terms, one 
of which is proved to be of order 0( E as 6 4 0 and thus does not contribute to ) 
the first-order asymptotic expansions for X, when y  < 1. The remaining calcu- 
lations needed to verify (2.8)-(2.10) are presented in the third part of the proof. 
Part I. Of concern is the domain of &‘, the nonnegative self-adjoint operator 
in &?i(O, co) (provided with the inner product b(a, w)) which is defined by 
a(w, w) = b(dw, w) for all w E D(a), 
on D(d) = {U E D(a): w + a(~, w) is continuous on D(a) in the topology induced 
by &‘l(O, co)>. It must be proved that if Vi = D(,d) is provided with the graph 
norm [b(.Mw, .dw) + b(u, V)] iI2 and V. = sP(O, co), then there exists 0 < 7 < 4 , 
such that D(B) Cc V7 , where D(B) is p rovided with the norm 1 Bu (o.(n,+) (equi- 
valent to the corresponding graph norm). 
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For this purpose observe that it is a direct consequence of the definition of 
a(~, u) that for 0 < A < 6, l&-‘(O, 6, co) C, 1X-“-1(O, A, co) C, D(d). It 
thus follows from Lemma 1.1 and [14, Chap. 1, Sect. 5.11 that for 0 < 7 < 1, 
lsP+?(~-l)qo, 6, co) 2 Y ; . 
Hence it suffices to prove that there exists 0 < 7 < 4 such that D(B) 
c, lsP+*‘~-l)qo, 6, co). 
Next note that since V EL~(O, co), D(B) is equal to the domain of the operator 
C, which is a positive self-adjoint operator in Lz(O, co), defined by 
for all w E .X1(0, oo), where f EL’(O, co) is arbitrary. Thus 
cw = -7Y + Z(Z + 1)x-% + v 
on D(C) = {V E Z’l(O, GO): CV EL’(O, co)} w h ere Cw is interpreted in the sense 
of distributions. The unique solution in D(C) of CV = f EL’(O, co) obviously 
has square integrable second derivative on (77, 03) for any 71 > 0. By variation of 
parameters, z’ is found to be (cf. Hildebrand [24, Sect. 4.101) 
where 
W(X) = lrn G(x, t)f(t) dt, 
0 
G(x, t) = (xt)+&+&>Il+&), o<t<x<co. 
= (Xt)+&+&qG+;(t), O<x<t<m. 
Herein IL++ , K,,, are the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, 
respectively, of order I + $. The behavior of ZI near x = 0 must be examined in 
detail. For this purpose ‘u’(x) can be easily computed, with the calculation 
shortened somewhat by writing x*K,++(x) = ~-~x~+*K~+~(x), using the deriva- 
tive formula for x,K,(x), and K-, = K, (analogously for It+*). 
It is now necessary to consider the cases -4 < 1 < 0 and I -> 0 separately. 
By writing sz = jt + s: and using the fact thatfis integrable on finite intervals, 
it follows from the series expansions for IL+.+ and Kl++ about x = 0 that for 
-4 < I < 0, V(X) = O(xl+l) and V’(X) = O(xl) as x J. 0. Thus for -4 < I < 0, 
z, E .?P(O, co) whenever 26 < I + 3. Now x*~~++(x) is obviously positive and 
increasing on (0, co) and, for I 3 0 elementary calculus shows that &Kc++(x) 
is decreasing as well as positive. Use of these two additional facts yields that for 
I > 0, V(X) = O(X) and V’(X) = O(1) as x 4 0. Thus for I 2 0, z1 E X8(0, a) 
whenever 28 < 3. It follows that for any 6 > 0, if -1 ( 1 < 0, 
D(B) $ Z1+O(O, co) $ 1&1+0(O, 6, a) for all 0 < u < E + $-, 
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while if 1 > 0, 
D(B) C .%?l+O(O, co) 5 l.%l+O(O, 6, co) for all u < 3. 
c 
Hence, if -i < 1 < 0, 
D(B) $ “r: for all 7 -c: (21 + 1)/4(a - I) = y/2, (3.1) 
while, if 1 3 0, 
D(B) 5 ^y; for all 7 ( 1/4(a: - 1) = p/2. (3.2) 
In (3.1) (respectively (3.2)) re pl ace 9: by Vr if y > 2 (respectively /3 > 2). 
Conclusion (2.11) of Theorem 2.1 is now readily inferred from [23, Theo- 
rem 2.31. Since near x = 0, u(x) =.- u,#+~ + u&+~ + ..., it follows as in the 
derivation of (3.1) that if y < 2, u E VT for all 7 < y/2 while if y > 2, u E Y> . 
Since T can be taken to be greater than 3 when y > I, [23, Theorem 2.31 yields 
(2.11). 
Part II. In order to asymptotically evaluate (A;%, ~)s,(~,~) for y < 1, a 
particular solution of 
-v: + I(1 + 1) x-y + d”q = 24, VP(O) = 0, 
will first be computed. This problem is solvable in terms of modified Bessel 
functions (cf. [24, Sect. 4.101). Letting p = EP, variation of parameters yields 
the particular solution, 
where 
v,(x) = JX 9(x, t) u(t) a, 
0 
9(x, t) = (2@(uvt)t 4,(2ppx+/2~) K,(2/3pt+q, O<t<x<co, 
=z (2f!3)(xt)f K,(2/3px-“‘~) 1,(2&t-1/2@), O<x<t<co. 
Now x~K,,(~~~s,x-~~~~) is obviously positive and increasing on (0, CO), and it is 
easy to verify that xf1,(2&x- 1 ) 1 28 is d ecreasing as well as positive on (0, co). Thus 
it follows from the asymptotic expansions for 1, and K, near infinity that for each 
fixed E > 0, 
v:,(x) = O(P) as x&O. (3.3) 
Moreover, by use of the series expansions for I,, and K, about zero, it is easily 
shown that for each fixed E > 0, 
V,(X) == 0(x1-l) as .y -+ *. 
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Furthermore, 
where 
and 
9(x, t) = px’-=ry+l(2ppx-~‘2~) t”Ky(2ppt-1/2y, o<t<x<co, 
= px~-~Ky+l(2ppx-~~2~) tq,l,(2/3pt+q, O<x,(t<m. 
Use of the asymptotic expansions for the Bessel functions near infinity now 
shows that for each fixed E > 0, 
v,‘(x) = O(1) as x $0. (3.4) 
Now let 6 > 0 be as in (2.1) and choose 0 < d < 6 such that the series expan- 
sion for u about x = 0 is uniformly convergent on [0, A]. Further, select 
$ E P(0, co) such that 0 < + \( 1, 4(x) = 1 for all x E (0, A/2), and +(x) = 0 
for all x E (A, ~0). Noting that by (3.3) (3.4), and the definition of @A,), 
+I, E D(A,), define w, by 
A;% = +q + w, . 
Then w, is the unique solution in D(A,) of 
A,w, = [I - 41 u + 2+‘v,’ + +“vc SE 2, , 
since +(x)[V(x) - V,] = 0. Thus, 
(A;‘u, 4o.(o.m) = (h > ~)o,(o,a) + (A% 9 %(o.m) 
= (h , z”ho,x) + ~-‘(z, 7 A? Wo,(o,m) . 
But BEL = Au and A;lB is the restriction to D(B) of (e-01 + I)-1 (cf. [20, 23]), 
so 
(Ah uh,(,,m~ 
= (e4 > ‘ch(0.d + ~-‘(G 9 %kvo) - ~W& > d&J + W1&(,,,) * 
It will now be proved that there exists K > 0 independent of c such that 
I(& 9 4-f + W4,,(o,m) < K, (3.5) 
which implies that 
(Ah 4o,(,,m) = ($vc 3 %(o,cao) + A-V, > 4,,(,,,) 
+ O(r) as E J 0. (3.6) 
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For this purpose, first observe that since the supports of 4’ and 4” are contained 
in [A/2,0] and v, is analytic jointly in x and E for x and E positive, /; +‘zJ.’ I/s,(u,m) 
and IIc$“v~ I/s,(o,m) are for each s > 0 both bounded independent of E > 0. 
Moreover, [l - 41 u E JP(O, d, 03) for any s > 2, with d > 0 as above. Hence 
there exists k > 0 independent of F > 0 such that 
Thus if the norm of the dual of i%a+i(O, 6, co) is denoted by !I . 11’) where 
duality is taken with respect to P(O, co), the generalized Schwarz inequality 
(cf. Lax [25]) yields 
l(Z, p VSZ(Ed + Z)-lU)o,(o,m) i < k [/ d(Ed + I)-% [j’. 
Recall that 
12P--1(o, Ll, co) $ D(d) 2 D(b) $I Jqo, a), (3.8) 
and denote by // . /IP1 the norm of the dual of D(d), where duality is taken with 
respect to D(b). By [20, Sect. 31, /I &(E& + Z)-4 11-i is bounded independent 
of E > 0. It now follows from (3.7) as in [23, Lemma 3.11 that /I * 11-i dominates 
(/ . ii’. Hence (3.7) implies (3.5) and so (3.6) holds. 
Part III. According to (3.6), it remains to asymptotically evaluate 
(4% 1 4u.(o,d and (2, , u)~,(~,~) in order to obtain an asymptotic expansion for 
(A;+4 40,(o,m) for Y < 1. (+L, 4,b~~) will be investigated first. Referring to 
the formula for V,(X), this requires the study of 
2p Jorn $(x)x” Z,,(~&X-““a) Jo’ t”Ky(2/3pt-112~) u(t) dt u(x) dx, (3.9) 
and 
2/3 jam $(x)x” K,(~/+.u-~/~~) lrn t”Z>(2/3pt-1/2~) u(t) dt U(X) dx, (3.10) 
x 
whose sum is (4~~) u),,(,,,) . As expected, the series expansions of Z, and KY 
near zero will be used to expand (3.9) and (3.10). This requires some care, 
however, due to the exponential growth of Z,(2/3~~-‘/“fi) near x = 0. 
First consider (3.9) and, using the series expansion for Z, near zero, write 
(3.9) as 
t+K,,(2/3pt-1~2fi) u(t) dt u(x) dx 
+ 2p jorn +(x) [ xtZ,,(2&c~x-l/~9 - ;;;:“-;,1 Jo’ tfK,(2&~t-~‘~@) u(t) dt u(x) dx. 
(3.11) 
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The latter integral will now be proved to be O(E) as E J, 0 if y + 4/? > 1 and 
O(EY+~) for all 0 < 7 < 4j3 as E 4 0 if y + 4j3 < 1. By taking absolute values and 
interchanging the order of integration, the latter integral is found to be dominated 
by 
where 1 < CT < 2 since x”+‘+~K,(2/?px- Vz8 is increasing. Setting 2/3~x-~1~~ = s ) 
in the inner integral yields 
(2~)2(‘&)yiS(3+2d om b# 1 s 25ut-“Z5 0 4 [(+)26] K,(s) / W - 2,4+ l> j 
* IH?Tll s-1-v-8(3+20) ds dt, 
Since 0 < 4 < 1 and + = 0 for (2j?~/s)*s < d, this integral is dominated by 
(3.12) 
Now KY(s)1 I,,(s) - (s~/2~Q + 1))l is O(s2) as s J, 0 and O(s-l) as s + co. 
Moreover, for s 2 2&-cd-r/s~, ( ~[(2/3p/s)*B]j < M(2/3&)Y+B, where M is inde- 
pendent of p. Hence if y + 4/3 > 1 and u is chosen so that y + /3(2 + U) > 1, 
then (3.12) is O(p2) = O(E) as E J 0 since 
I 
m  
CL 
2v+26(2+o) 26,d-‘,a6 s1-2v-28(2+0) ds = O(p2) as p J 0. 
On the other hand, if y + 4fi < 1 then y + /I(2 + u) < 1 and (3.12) is 
O(p2v+n6(2+o)) as p J 0 since 
(I 
1 
CL 
2v+28(2+0) 26ud-‘,1B s1-2~-2B(2+o) ds + Ilm s-2-2~-28(2+o) ds) 
= O(p2v+2!3(2+u)) as p j, 0. 
58’+7/2-4 
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To complete the first order asymptotic expansion of (3.9) it remains to expand 
KY in the first integral in (3.11). If y < 1, this yields 
x u(t) dt u(x) dx -t 28 joz 4(x) (19pL)yx-1 1’ 
T(Y + 1) ‘0 
x t”fqq$&wy - --;“--- 
( [ 
(&L)-Ytl+l N-4@ ____ - -____ 
2 sm 7ry r(-r + 1) T(r + 1) I) u(t) dt u(x) dx. (3.13) 
Since 3-0 is decreasing for 0 < ~7 < 2 and 4 vanishes for x > il, the latter integral 
is dominated by 
__ 1 u(x)1 joz j tr%(t)l . ) t”Ky(2/3pt-‘~‘~) 
II dt dx 
. KY(S) - &+ 
p-./ 
q-r I 1) - 2g+ 1) Ii s-1-0(3-20) & & 
~ (28)2(2~cL)8(3-20) jod ~~~'l; I u(x)1 dx . ~~~,-l,B ! u [(~)20]1 
* K,(s) - - 2 ,;“, rry 
2ys-v SY 
FcT1, - 2v’/r(y + 1) II s--~--~(~-~~) ds (3.14) 
(recall 0 < 4 -< 1). Now 
f&(s) - & [ 
2vv SY 
q-y + 1) - 2vur + 1) II 
is O(s2-Y) as s 4 0 and O(P) as s - co. Moreover, for s > 2&~A-~/*e, 
I ~t(2&4s)'BlI < ~(VPIWO, where M is independent of p. Hence if y + 2/3 > 1 
and 0 is chosen so that y + /3(2 - u) > 1, then (3.14) is O($) = O(C) as F 4 0 
since (recall y < 1) 
co 
P 2v+2B(2-0) I 
28ua~~,Z0~1-2~-2~(z-o) ds = O(p2) as p J 0. 
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On the other hand, if y  + 2/3 < 1 then y  + /3(2 - u) < 1 and (3.14) is 
O(p2yr28(2-o)) as p 4 0 since 
Thus for y  < 1, (3.9) has the first-order asymptotic expansion 
(22 $ 1)-l ja= $(x).v-” U(X) .,p t2+l u(t) dt dx 
1% +(x)x-” U(X) 1; t-’ u(t) dt dx 
. (, 
+ !O(E)asE?.Oify+2/?> 1, 
~O(~‘)foral17<y+2/3as~~Oify+2/3~11. (3.15) 
For y  = 1, the series expansion of Kr near zero and the above techniques can 
be used to show that (3.9) has the first-order asymptotic expansion 
(21 + I)-’ jam &+x-” U(X) joz tz+l u(t) dt 
I 6 In ~(21 + 1)~~ jam &+c” U(X) dx I,‘: t-l u(t) dt dx + O(E) as E 4 0. 
The expansion of (3.10) can be carried out in a fashion analogous to the above 
treatment of (3.9). Once this is done, and added to (3.9) the result is that for 
O<y<l, 
- ~Y(7r/32Y+*/sin ny[r(y + l)]“) jX $(x) zo2(x) dx * fz z+(t) dt 
+ 50(c) as 6 J 0 if y  + 2/3 > 1,’ 
‘0 
lO(c’) for all 7 i y  + 2/3 as E J 0 if y  + 28 < 1, 
(3.16) 
while for y  = 1, 
+ c In ~(21 + 1)-3 irn 4(x) w,(x) d.v * jS we(r) dt -t O(E) as 6 J 0, 
0 (3.17) 
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where wr(~) = (xz+l 1: t-zu(t) dt + X-Z Jz tz+lu(t) dt) U(X) and ws(x) = X-~(X). 
In order to complete the first-order asymptotic expansion of (A;%, u),,(~,~), 
it remains to expand (Z<, u)~,(,,,~) (cf. (3.6)). Recalling that 2, = [1 - $1 u + 
72’ 
+ 4% , this is easier than the derivation of (3.16) and (3.17) since $’ and 
ave compact support in (0, a). The first-order asymptotic expansion for 
(d”V< > ~)s,(~,,~) is obtained from (3.16) and (3.17) by substituting 4” for 4. The 
error term is O(E) in each case due to the compact support of 4” in (0, ‘CD). The 
result of expanding ($‘v,‘, ~)s,(,,~) is, for 0 < y  < 1, 
(4’%‘, &(o,cx) = (21 t- 11-l 1’ d’(x) 44 dx 
0 
~Y(~Zj32Y+1/sin ry[r(y + l)]“) [l d’(x) w4(x) dx * Ia w,(t) dt + O(P) as E 4 0, T 
‘0 0 (3.18) 
and, for y  = I, 
WE’, 4o,(o,a) = (21 + 1)-l j” d’(x) w&4 dx 
0 
- ZE ln 42Z + l)e3 Jam 4’(x) We d.z * /sX ws(r) dt -+ O(c) 
as E LO, 
where 
w3(x) = ((Z + 1)x2 iJc t-b(t) dt - Ix-l-1 loz tl+l u(t) dt) u(x) 
(3.19) 
and w4(x) = &-l U(X). 
Before recording the expansion obtained above for (A;%, u)o~~o,y~ , observe 
that since U(X) = u&+1 + ~ax’~s + ... near x = 0, it is legitimate to integrate 
by parts to remove the derivatives from 4. Once this is done, it follows from 
(3.16)-(3.19) and the corresponding formulas for (4”~)~) u)~,(~,~) that for 
O<y<l, 
~04 4o,(o,w) = (21 + l)%> 4o.(o,m) + m(l - $)u, 4o,(o*d 
- 20~ + I>-’ (457 W3’)o,(o,d + (21 i- I)-’ (h w;)o*(oPd 
- ~v(~PzY+l/sin T[~(Y + l)]” {(A w~)~,(,.,) * r m w&) dx ‘0 
c 
.% 
T ~-1PQ40 + ($9 %‘)o*(o,d W&Y) dx 
‘0 
-t (uo + (4, w;)o,(o.d) Lrn %(4 41 
O(E)asEJ.Oify+2fi>l, 
+~0(rT)foral19<y+2j3asr~0if~+2~~l, 
(3.20) 
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and, for y = 1, 
(04 4o.(od = (21 + lrl (6 ~l)O.(Od + m(l - 41% f4o.(o,m) 
- 2G9 + 11-l (49 W3’)o,(o,d + (21 + 11-l (4% ~;)O.(o,a)~ 
+ E ln 42~ + I>-” [(h ~~2)0,(0.m) * joz w2(x) d  
+ A-l [W, + (4, z~‘)o.(o.m)) jm 44 dx 
0 
+ (u. + (74 4)0.(0.m)) joa ~~(4 dx] 1 + Ok) as E 4 0. (3.21) 
It is now immediate that the coefficients and error estimates in the asymptotic 
expansions (3.20) and (3.21) are independent of the specific “cutoff)’ function (b. 
This justifies eliminating + by replacing 4(x) by $(Qc) in (3.20) and (3.21) and 
letting 5 --f co. Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem and well-known 
identities for the gamma function yield, for 0 < y < 1, 
(A;‘u, ~)~,(~,cc) = A-’ [l - c’Qzyr(l - y) ~~/r(l + y)) joa X+U(X) dh.1 
O(e)ascJOify+2/l>l, 
+ jO(c7) for all 7 < y + /3 2 asEJOify+2j3<1, 
(3.22) 
and, for y = 1, 
(A;%, u)~,(~.~) = h-l 11 + E In 421 + 1)-2~o jOm X-%(X) dx/ 
+ O(E) as E J 0 (3.23) 
(recall (u, u)~,(~,~) = 1). The theorem now follows from [ll, Theorem 1] using 
the results of Part I of this proof. 
Remark. Formulas (3.22) and (3.23) can be formally obtained without 
expanding ($er, , u)~,(~,~) . However, in order to verify (3.22) and (3.23) by the 
previous method it is essential to verify (3.20) and (3.21). 
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